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In the middle of a novel, it’s fun to come across Rochester’s Highland Diner, the House of Guitars and the 

annual lighting of the Liberty Pole downtown. You connect with fictional but familiar descriptions of places 

and experiences here, and you notice if something doesn’t ring true. 

At least three novels published in 2012 are set in Rochester and offer those flashes 

of recognition. Not surprisingly, each author has some connection to the area. 

Maverick Jetpants in the City of Quality and Sled Run portray a seamy underside 

of the city, as well as close friendships as characters come of age in 

Rochester. Jetpants is sprinkled with vandalism and violence, while Sled Run has 

mobsters and mayhem. The Newlyweds describes a Bangladeshi woman who 

experiences a clash of cultures and discoveries about love after she moves to 

Pittsford to marry an American man she’s met online. 

Usually when you read a novel, the character and plot are 

most important, and the setting is, naturally, in the 

background, says Carol Moldt, librarian in the Literature & Media Division at the Central 

Library of Rochester. Not so in these three books about her hometown. 

“The Rochester setting, because of the intimate familiarity, becomes as important to me as 

characters and plot,” she says. “So it really makes for a different reading experience for 

me — noticing and anticipating details about setting.” 

Maverick Jetpants 

Maverick Jetpants in the City of Quality, a first novel by Bill Peters, generated buzz with a review in a recent 

Sunday New York Times. Peters graduated from McQuaid Jesuit High School in 1996 and his parents, Bill and 

Renee Peters, still live in Fairport. 

The tale is set in 1999, when Kodak was starting to struggle and the city was in decline. The story imagines a 

group of recent Gates Chili High School graduates drifting through low-level jobs and driving around to 

Dinosaur Bar-B-Que, the Bug Jar, the Bop Shop and other local icons as they try to out-funny each other with 

inside jokes. 

The novel’s title comes from one of their catch phrases and a 1963 promotional film called Rochester: 

A City of Quality. The verb “maverick jetpantsed” means to grow up and move on, taking those steps 

that threaten to pull apart the friends. 



In a phone interview, Peters said that he drew on places he’d been and on his own teen anxiety about 

losing a friend. But other parts of the novel, such as suspecting a friend of being a domestic terrorist, 

are pure fiction, says Peters, now of Gainesville, Fla. 

He thinks Rochester has an edgy charm, a view shaped by his own teenage, late-night trips from the 

suburbs to gritty city diners. “There’s a little bit of unpredictability, the chance you might see 

something a little stranger or more hilarious,” says Peters, who moved after high school. He works as 

a copy editor for the New York Times News Service. 

Some reviewers say the novel characterizes Rochester negatively as a vandalism-plagued city in 

decay. But reader David Kramer of Brighton points out that the quick-witted characters see Rochester 

as a city of possibility and freedom. 

“It does capture a lot of that male bonding … that can find novelty and adventure at every turn,” 

Kramer says. 

Sled Run 

Sled Run is a slim coming-of-age tale that author Ross Talarico set in 

about 1960 in his own childhood’s “poor but happy” Italian 

neighborhood in northeast Rochester. 

The title comes from a tradition he made up of young thugs stealing 

toys and other electronics and wrapping and presenting them at 

Christmas to “orphans” at St. Joseph’s Villa and Hillside. The novel 

uses some twists on local names and places, such as a teacher 

named Mr. Penfield at East High School and a mobster named Sammy C (similar to Rochester’s 

1970s mobster Salvatore “Sammy G” Gingello). 

Talarico graduated from East in 1963, went to college and then worked as a professor at Loyola 

University in Chicago. He was Rochester’s writer-in-residence from 1985 to 1993. For much of that 

time, he also wrote human interest columns for the Democrat and Chronicle. 

Rochesterians will chuckle at the book’s reference to a heat wave one week, then a blizzard. “The 

weather is a part of Rochester,” says Talarico, who now lives in California. The story is mostly fiction, 

he says, but some characters are based on his family and friends. “I couldn’t have written that book 

anyplace else, because I drew on so many local places.” 

The Newlyweds 

Nell Freudenberger got the idea for The Newlyweds on a flight from New York City to Rochester, the 

home of her grandmother, who had just died. Freudenberger’s seatmate, Farah Deeba Munni, was a 



young Bangladeshi woman coming to the United States to marry David Butler, an American man 

she’d met online. They live in the town of Greece. 

The two women stayed in touch by email, and Freudenberger was struck by the engaged woman’s 

wonderful first impressions of Rochester. 

“The story takes place in Rochester because she lives there and because it’s a place I visited often 

as a child,” Freudenberger said in an email interview. “My grandfather worked for Gannett (which 

used to be headquarterd here and owns the Democrat and Chronicle), and when I started writing the 

book, I was thinking of Rochester as a city where big American companies had been hit hard by the 

recession. Soon after Amina, the heroine of the book, arrives in Rochester, her husband George 

loses his engineering job. I was interested in a contemporary immigrant story in which the American 

dream had become more complicated.” 

Among the novel’s grins for local readers are when the Bangladeshi bride-to-be calls her mother from 

the United States for the first time — and tells her about the Pittsford Wegmans. The young woman 

has a bridal shower at Great Northern Pizza Kitchen, works at a store in South Town Plaza, attends 

Monroe Community College and relies on the weather forecast by WHAM-TV’s Glenn Johnson. She 

learns to shovel snow and complains to her parents about the “winter cold that got in through your 

mouth and your ears and froze your insides, so that you kept shivering even once you were inside a 

sturdy, centrally heated Rochester house.” 

Older novels set here 

The Monroe County Library System has dozens of novels from the 1800s and 1900s set in 

Rochester, searchable in its database. (Choose “browse by call number” and type in the search box: 

local setting.) Most of those books can’t be checked out, though. 

One that does circulate is William Dean Howells’ 1871 The Wedding Journey, about a couple from 

Boston who travel by train across New York on their honeymoon. They marvel at “the enchanted city” 

of Rochester, with its buildings on the Main Street bridge that remind them of Italy. “Everything, to 

them, is wonderful,” says Hildamina Ibrahim of Rochester, who read the book before moving here. 

The newlyweds hear the tale of Sam Patch, who survived jumping into the High Falls of the Genesee 

River, then died on a repeat jump in 1829. “It’s a wonderful little book,” says Ibrahim, who sought out 

the waterfall for a visit. 

Water also figures into Yobgorgle: Mystery 

Monster of Lake Ontario, a 1979 children’s novel by Daniel Pinkwater, who reviews children’s books 

on National Public Radio. The novel was inspired by his first trip as an author, to speak to librarians in 

Rochester. Pinkwater explained in a recent email that he included things that struck him, such as the 

parking garage at South Avenue and Broad Street, with a ramp (that has since collapsed) that looked 

like it was being screwed into the ground. 



Also set downtown is The Mezzanine (1988) by Nicholson Baker, which happens entirely during a 

man’s lunchtime ride on an escalator in his office building. The setting is based on Midtown Plaza. 

Allie Larkin’s Stay: A Novel (2010) mentions Wegmans, The Marketplace mall, Mendon and the 

University of Rochester. 

Rosetta, Rosetta Sit by Me (2004) by Linda Walvoord is the fictionalized story of 9-year-old Rosetta 

Douglass, the eldest daughter of abolitionist Frederick Douglass, set in Rochester in 1948. 

Other novels set in or near Rochester: Fruit of the Vine (2011) by Cynthia Kolko; Never Look 

Away (2010), a thriller by Linwood Barclay (partly in the Rochester area); Borderline (2010), a teen 

novel by Allan Stratton; The Tattoed Girl (2003) by Joyce Carol Oates; and The Underpainter (1998), 

by Jane Urquhart. In The Pull of Gravity (2011), a young adult novel by Gae Polisner, two teens travel 

to Rochester. 

Alison Helms, reference librarian at Brighton Memorial Library, compiled a brochure about mysteries 

set in Rochester. One is The Cost of Living (1997), by former Democrat and Chronicle journalist 

David Dorsey of Pittsford, which includes a description of Rochester’s mature-city character. “Living in 

Rochester was like living comfortably into middle age with the same wife you married in your 

twenties,” a middle-aged businessman thinks to himself in chapter three. “As a town, we weren’t 

going anywhere interesting anymore, even though most of us had no desire to leave.” 

There are also memoirs and historical non-fiction set here — but they had to be, since this is where 

they happened. 
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Several mysteries are set here in Rochester. Here are some compiled by Alison Helms, reference 

librarian at Brighton Memorial Library: 

The Killing Cards (2000), is the first in a series of crime thrillers set here. The author, Lou 

Campanozzi, is a native who retired as a captain with the Rochester Police Department. 

Mobtown (2002) by Jack Kelly is set in Rochester in 1959. The action involving a detective and 

gangsters includes nightclubs, diners and neighborhoods, as well as Durand Beach, Winton Road 

and Ellison Park, notes Helms. One reviewer noted that the private detective’s investigations are 



“explosive enough to blow away (both literally and figuratively) the facade of easy respectability 

behind which Rochester has retired.” 

Third Ring (2001) by Rochester native Phillip Tomasso III visits the Monroe County jail, Greece, 

Spencerport, Brockport, High Falls, Pittsford and the old subway bed near the downtown courthouse. 

His other thrillers set in Rochester: Tenth House (2001), Mind Play(2000), Johnny Blade (2002) 

and Adverse Impact (2003). 

The Daphne Decisions (1990) is the first in a Rochester-based mystery series by Meg O’Brien. It and 

the others — Salmon in the Soup (1990), Hare Today, Gone Tomorrow(1991) and Eagles Die 

Too (1992) — star a saucy investigative reporter named Jessica “Jessie” James and include 

Rochester weather, local businesses, Genesee Park Boulevard, Highland Park and Irondequoit Bay, 

says Helms. 

Other authors of mysteries set in the Rochester area and Finger Lakes region: Claudia Bishop (the 

pen name of Mary Stanton), Miriam Grace Monfredo (stories set in the Seneca Falls area) and 

Stephen F. Wilcox. 

Children's books 

By Sally Valentine: The Ghost of the Charlotte Lighthouse; What stinks? An Adventure in Highland 

Park; Theft at George Eastman House; and Lost at Seabreeze. Melissa Frost, a librarian at two 

Rochester elementary schools, calls Valentine’s books a “very cute series about a class that has 

mysteries to solve when they go on field trips.” 

By Miela Ford: Bear Play: Pictures and Words; Follow the Leader;Mom and Me; and Watch us Play. 

Chris Swingle is a freelance writer in Rochester. 


